Abstract-Viral phenomenon drives the business and marketing world to achieve an exponential growth through word-of-mouth diffusion process. The diversity of occurrence of the phenomenon, where a product, online videos, or information, technology, an idea or an event could go viral, pose challenge in measuring which performance measure truly captures viral phenomenon. We performed a measurement study using TED talk videos to identify which of the two performance measures, namely views and comments, truly captures and drives a viral phenomenon. We hypothesized that video comments would be a stronger indicator than video views to measure viral phenomenon. Our results reveal a strong correlation between the two video performance measures. However, video views better represents viral videos and therefore a valid indicator for the measurement of viral phenomenon. The insights can help business strategists and marketing managers in decision making on which performance measure needs business focus in driving virality.
Presidential election) [5] . However, in the present time we are inundated with the term ‗viral phenomenon' with no distinction between hype, popularity and what can be termed as a truly viral phenomenon. Moreover, the diversity of the occurrence of viral phenomenon across different medium and market types further adds to the challenge of measuring the viral phenomenon.
In this paper, we attempt to identify a truly viral phenomenon and explore which performance measure can truly capture the phenomenon. Using the data of TED talk videos from the TED website, the objectives of the study are two fold: first, to understand the correlation between various measures of a viral spread and second, to empirically measure the different performance measures on a unifying standard measurement scale and further evaluate the strength of the performance measures in driving a viral phenomenon, and thereby identify a viral phenomenon.
For example, a video can be studied for its virality based on its measures like the number of times a video was viewed, the number of comments the video generated, and also based on the number of times a video was shared with other people. Despite the availability of multiple performance measures, the question remains whether only a particular type of output measure or all performance measures can be valid indicators to measure viral phenomenon?
Two performance measures, namely, views and comments, are taken for TED talk videos. Each performance measure contains three variables each, a variable considering the cumulative total (cumulative comments, cumulative views), and another variable with the highest value of the measure on a single day (peak comments, peak views); the third variable is the exponential growth measured on a daily time variable, The paper is structured as follows: First, we link our research to the existing literature in viral marketing and detail the motivation for this study. Next, in the methodology section, we describe the data and the measures used in our study, and introduce a novel methodology to empirically measure the different performance measures as a valid indicator to measure viral phenomenon. Next, we present the results of our empirical study. We conclude with discussion on our research findings and opportunities for future research.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Viral phenomenon in the context of business and marketing can be defined as ‗a special case of word of mouth diffusion process (can occur either online or offline) [2] , [4] , [9] , [12] with a maximum number of people being exposed and adopting the product [13] , [14] within a short duration of time [5] , and occurs through personal networks and social influence of people [4] , [5] , [15] . ' The analogy of a virus is used to describe the diffusion of information or a product [14] , where the viral spread occurs exponentially from one consumer to the next [1] , [2] , [4] . The studies on viral phenomenon growth measurement and in particular the research on multiple performance measures and its validity to measure a viral phenomenon are scant [12] , [16] . Previous researchers have used measures such as emails (to test email forwarding behavior), mass media advertisements (television, newspaper), and website hits such as YouTube video views, twitter tweets and blog postings. The studies using these measures range from content analysis, social ties and networks, and the type of sharing mechanism that drives a viral phenomenon. There are also studies that understand the propagation pattern of the measures, mostly for videos, from a diffusion point of view and looks at the popularity of videos without dealing with its viral growth.
Two studies are of interest to us because of their measurement driven analysis [17] , [18] . Reference [17] studied the propagation pattern of YouTube videos using the measure of video views to understand how the YouTube recommendation system on video views impacts the popularity of the videos. The findings from the study show a strong correlation exits between the measures YouTube video views and videos comments. Although the study was conducted using a single measure of video views but recommends using comments as another measure to predict video popularity. Reference [18] used the measure of favorite count (pictures marked as favorite by users) to study the evolution of popularity of pictures over time on Flickr, a photo sharing social network. The study, used a single measure of favorite count to study popularity and also checks for the relationship between number of picture views, comments and fans. The findings show a low correlation between views and comments but a high correlation between number of fans and number of comments.
The set of studies that have considered multiple measures to study viral phenomenon predominantly explore the perspective of sharing mechanism. [19] studied YouTube videos using the measure of video views to analyze the sharing mechanism (internal YouTube search and external links) and the relationship to video popularity. References [5] and [11] used the measure of YouTube video views to study the relationship between video viewership and the blogs linking to the videos. The focus of the studies has been on understanding the interplay of the measures and the type of sharing mechanism that drives virality. However, the validity of the measures per say to test if the performance measures considered is a valid indicator to measure viral phenomenon has been vastly ignored.
Existing literature recommends using measures other than views, like comments, to understand virality. With no prior studies conducted, there exists a gap in the empirical validity of the different performance measures that can be used to measure viral phenomenon i.e., to validate which performance measure is a valid indicator to measure viral phenomenon.
III. METHODOLOGY

A. Data Description
The data set consists of TED talk videos posted on the TED website, www.ted.com, between 21 November, 2013 and 18 January, 2014. There were 34 TED talk videos posted during this period. The information for each talk -Talk title, speaker name, number of views and number of comments-are tracked daily for 46 days for comments and extended to 134 days for video views since the online posting of the video using a python script. TED talk videos are selected as our data for analysis because all videos are free to watch online with no influence of favorable advertisement towards any particular TED video.
B. Measures
The scope of our analysis is two TED talk video measures namely views and comments. Views represent the number of times a video was viewed. The TED video on the website also allows qualitative feedback through the viewers' comments.
We argue that commenting on a video or sharing a video represents a much deeper engagement and interaction, and is a larger investment of time and effort than watching a video. In contrast, views can be confounded by seeding tactics, difficult to separate individual occurrences, and there could be instance when a video is playing in the background adding to the views without the person really paying attention. Owning to the above factors, we hypothesize that video comments would be a stronger indicator to measure viral phenomenon. Therefore, in this analysis, we focus on the number of comments to measure the growth of viral phenomenon and compare by validating using views as a viral phenomenon growth measure.
The variables used in the analysis under the measure ‗comments' include cumulative number of comments (for 46 days after online video posting), maximum number of comments on any single day during the 46 days time period termed as peak comments, and the time variable in terms of days measured for exponential growth.
The variables for the measure ‗video views', are cumulative number of views (for 134 days after online video posting) and maximum number of views on any single day during the 134 day time period termed as peak views. The performance measure of views on a time variable of days is also measured for exponential growth. It must be noted that the peak comments and peak views is a maximal from the daily number of comments and views during a defined time period.
To summarize, we considered two performance measures namely, comments and views, for the analysis of TED talk videos, with each measure containing three variables, namely cumulative, peak, and exponential growth.
C. Representativeness of Tracked Data
To verify representativeness of the tracked views and comments, the percentage of the tracked views and comments (for 46 days since the online video posting) are calculated from the total views and comments of a video at the end of two years after the online posting of the video i.e., as on 30 December 2015. Here, tracked comments and views represents the time period during which the information of TED talk videos was recorded. The total comments and total views represents the total number of comments and views at the end of two years after the online posting of the video i.e., as on 30 December 2015. For instance, Talk ID 1560 contains 228 comments on 46 th day since the online posting of the video. The number of
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comments for the talk after nearly two years of online posting of the video i.e., as on 30 December 2015, is 242 comments. Table 1 gives the results. The talk shows 94.21 percentage representativeness of the tracked data which means 46 days of tracking covers most of the comments (94.21%) for the talk. The result in Table I show that a majority of TED talk videos (32 TED talk videos or 94% of videos in our data set) shows greater than 70 percentage representativeness of the tracked comments for 46 days after the online posting of the video. Whereas the representation of tracked views for 46 days after the online posting of the video are not highly representative with only one video showing greater than 70 percentage representativeness. Therefore, we extend the tracking of daily video views for 134 days of viewing days. With the extended time period, the tracked views show a high representation of the total views with 26 TED talk videos showing higher than 70 percentage representativeness with tracked data.
The result lead to our conclusion that the tracked comments for 46 days and the tracked views for 134 days after the online posting of the video represents the total comments and total views very well. This also means video views have a wider spread and sustains for a longer time when compared to video comments. This is also supported by the wide variation in the days for attaining the maximum views and comments. 
D. Methodology for Validating the Multiple Measures
The theory on a viral phenomenon following exponential growth is strongly acknowledged and established in viral marketing despite the limited empirical studies [1] - [2] , [4] .
Therefore, we identify a viral video, irrespective of the measure of comments and views, by basing it on the exponential growth model. A video is considered viral if its follows an exponential growth pattern.
The two main aspects of a viral spread are speed and reach [4] . The speed is captured by the exponential growth component and the reach signifies how widely the phenomenon propagates. Through our methodology, we capture both aspects of viral phenomenon while also validating the suitability of the different performance measures to measure viral phenomenon. First the videos are empirically identified for high performing videos using a common measurement score across the different measures and further checked for viral growth using the curve fitting method. The methodology is tested in the results section. 
IV. RESULTS
A. Correlation between Comments and Views
Spearman's rho correlation analysis is performed because the assumptions of normality, linearity and presence of no outliers are violated for all the 34 TED talk videos for the variable comments. A similar check for the variable views also results in scores that are significantly different from a normal distribution when tested for both 46 days and 134 days of viewing. The results in Table II show a high positively skewed distribution for comments for all the 34 TED talk videos. The kurtosis shows a leptokurtic distribution i.e., a heavy-tailed positive kurtosis which indicates a deviation from normal. The test statistic for both Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) and Shapiro-Wilk shows significantly non-normal at 0.001. The results of Spearman's correlation analysis shows a significant (p<0.01, for two-tailed) and positive correlation between TED video comments and TED video views for the entire 34 TED talk videos. The Spearman's correlation coefficient (r s ) and the strength of the relationship are shown in Table III . We interpret the strength of the relationship as given by Cohen [20] where r = 0.10, 0.30 or 0.50 represents small, medium and large effect respectively. The results show that 82% (28 of the 34 videos exhibit a large correlation effect where effect size is greater than 0.50. Therefore, we further fine tune the effect size on the extreme to define a higher strength of r = 0.75 to reflect very strong effect. From Table III , we summarize the strength of the correlation relationship with 6, 16 and 12 TED talk videos exhibiting medium effect, large effect and very strong correlation effects respectively between the two variables, comments and views.
B. Identifying High Performing Videos
A video is considered as a high performing video if it contains the maximum number of comments in comparison to other videos in the data set. The maximum number of comments could be either the maximum comments on any single day (peak comments) or at the end of a defined time period (for instance 46 days after online video posting) at the cumulative level. The measure views is also considered in our viral phenomenon measurement analysis. We adopted two different methods (Method 1: using z-scores, Method 2: using box plot) to identify the outliers of high performing videos for two different measures, namely comments and views.
Identifying outliers (high performing videos) using z-scores: In this section we detail the method of identifying outliers of high performing videos using the method of z-scores. Since there are two performance measures considered for the videos, comments and views, with each measure containing two variables, namely cumulative comments, peak comments, cumulative views and peak views respectively, therefore, the z-score method helps to standardize the scores across the different measures and its corresponding variables. The actual values are converted into their respective z-scores for all the variables and the results are shown in Table IV . The intent of our analysis is to identify high performing videos and therefore, Table IV contains only the videos with positive z-scores and the videos with negative z-scores are ignored. In Table V , we define a benchmark at varying confidence levels (50 percent, 75 percent, 90 percent, 95 percent, and 99 percent) and use the z-scores (results in Table IV ) to identify the videos that lie outside the upper boundaries. The column labelled ‗Upper confidence limit (UCL)' gives the values of upper confidence limit for both the measures comments and views and also defines the z-scores that lie within the limits. However, our research interest is to identify the high performing videos, therefore, we look at z-scores falling beyond the defined upper confidence limits to identify the outliers. To identify an outlier, for example, at a 50 percent confidence level, the z-score for the videos should lie beyond +0.67 (see : Table IV ). The analysis yields the same result when calculated with the upper confidence limit values. We expect the benchmarks of +0.67, +1.15, +1.64, +1.96, and +2.58 to cut off the top 25%, 12.5%, 5%, 2.5%, and 0.5% of scores respectively [21] . For our data set, we find 24% and 21% of
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videos had z-scores greater than +0.67 for comments and views respectively. Similarly, 21%, 12%, 9% and 3% of the videos had z-scores greater than +1.15, +1.64, +1.96, and +2.58 respectively for the measure comments. These values are higher than what would be expected in a normal distribution but is expected for our data set because of its non-normality. The similar high values are found for the measure views as well with 9% of the videos having z-scores greater than +1.15, +1.64, +1.96, and 6% of the videos having z-scores greater +2.58. This suggests that there may be too many outliers even at the higher confidence levels. In context with our research question, we decide on 75 percent confidence level to identify the high performing TED talk videos. There are seven and three TED talk videos identified as outliers for comments and views respectively (see : Table VI ). Identifying outliers using box plot: The outliers for high performing videos can also be identified using box plots. Identifying outliers using box plot requires testing each variable separately for outliers. The outliers are selected for data points lying above the 3 rd quartile (75 percentile) and the results are shown in Table VI. The 3 rd quartile values are 334 cumulative comments, 62.25 for peak comments, 1389315 for cumulative views and 83207 for peak views. There are seven and eleven TED talk videos identified as outliers for comments and views respectively.
The comparison of the two methods, using z-scores and box plot, for identifying outliers is shown in Table VI . The result also shows the strength of the correlation relationship for the different variables. The box plot method for identifying outliers shows a wider range with six unique TED talk videos (Talk IDs 1550, 1571, 1574, 1576, 1581, and 1582) identified as outliers that are not captured using the z-score method. However, in contrast to the box plot method which requires separate testing of each variable to identify outliers, the z-score method standardizes the values across variables (see : Table IV) and uses a single z-score at a selected confidence level to identify outliers. This means that the z-score method can be used to evaluate different types of measurement outputs, like comments and views for a video, with different variables, on a standardized scale of z-score. The eight videos identified as outliers using z-score method are flagged for further investigation. 
C. Exponential Growth Analysis Using Curve Fitting
The flagged eight high performing TED talk videos are further tested to check if they follow viral phenomenon. From the current literatures in biology and marketing, the established indicator of viral phenomenon is the exponential growth. Therefore, we check if the high performing TED talk videos follows viral phenomenon based on whether its growth trajectory follows an exponential growth pattern. We test this
International Journal of Trade, Economics and Finance, Vol. 8, No. 2, April 2017 using curve fitting method, where a video is checked for a closer fit to exponential growth in comparison to other type of growth curves like linear, S-curve and logarithmic. The curve fitting using nonlinear least squares regression method quantifies the fit to the data points based on an evaluation of higher R 2 (coefficient of determination) and lower SS residuals (sum of squares of the residuals) and MSE (mean squared value) value [22] - [24] . The decision on the set of data points to be considered for the curve fit analysis is restricted to the maximum growth phase of the curve during the entire time period, because a lack of significance in the fit will be observed if all the data is used [24] . The result of the exponential growth analysis using curve fitting method is shown in Table VII . for TED talk video with Talk ID 1555. Fig. 1 shows the representation of daily views and comments for a TED talk video with Talk ID 1555. Since video views are of much higher magnitude than comments, the values are normalized to represent the comments and views on the same scale. For the measurement of viral phenomenon, a TED talk video is considered a viral video when it follows an exponential growth and is also a high performing video for the variables cumulative and peak with respect to the performance measure. From Table VII , we observe that only one high performing outlier video, with Talk ID 1564, amongst the other high performing videos for the measure of video comments, follows exponential growth. Therefore, the talk is considered as following viral phenomenon for the measure comments. For the measure of video views, three videos with Talk IDs 1555, 1573 and 1583, identified as high performing videos, are categorized as following viral phenomenon because of its exponential growth. The result also shows that for the measure views, Talk IDs 1564 and 1568 also follows exponential growth. However, these talks do not emerge as outliers for the measure video views. Therefore, despite the videos following exponential growth are not considered as viral videos because they are not high performing outlier videos.
D. Categorization of Viral Videos
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we perform a measurement study and present a novel methodology to compare different performance measures and test its validity for measuring a viral phenomenon. The methodology is empirically tested using the data of TED talk videos with two different video measures of comments and views.
We summarize our findings as follows: (A) There is a strong correlation between the two different video output measures, namely comments and views. Our findings compliments the work of [17] in showing that there is a relation between the two video measures. However, the results also show that video views propagate much more widely and has a longer sustenance time when compared to video comments.
(B) The measure of video views better represents viral videos when compared with the measure of video comments. A video which exhibits viral phenomenon based on one measure (say views, for Talk IDs 1555 and 1573) may not follow viral phenomenon for another performance measure (comments) despite having a very strong correlation effect between the measures. When we look at the common outliers for both the measures (Talk IDs1555 and 1573), the viral phenomenon is observed only with the measure video views. This indicates that video views has a higher strength in driving viral videos when compared to the measure comments, and therefore, is a valid performance measure or indicator for measuring viral videos. The measure of video views is the valid indicator for the measurement of viral phenomenon of videos, contrary to the existing studies suggesting video comments as a viral measurement indicator.
The reason why the TED video with Talk ID 1564 emerged as following viral phenomenon with respect to comments (high performing outlier video and also followed exponential growth) but failed to be categorized as viral with respect to views (followed exponential growth but not a high performing outlier video) can be probed further in future research by analyzing the talk in the context of the comments i.e., insights gained through content analysis of comments.
B. Managerial Implications
Our study offers practitioners an empirical method to evaluate the different performance measures for a video and tests for the validity of the measures in driving viral phenomenon. The results have significance to business strategists and marketing managers.
The two different performance measures for the videos namely views and comments, considered in our analysis, display disparate characteristics. The video views have a longer sustenance time and are of much higher magnitude than comments. Therefore, our method can be used to investigate not just two different measures of a singular product category but also of two dissimilar product categories, say a product and a video with its different output measures like product sales and video views, and test for the viral phenomenon on a comparable basis. Our evaluation method of validating different performance measures and testing for its validity as as a better indicator in driving viral phenomenon is generalizable across product categories and market types.
The insights from identifying a performance measure as a valid viral indicator can help a business strategist in decision making on which performance measure needs business focus in driving virality. A marketing manager can channel the resources and customers towards the performance measure that drives virality.
